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Abstract
In parallel and distributed systems many communications take place concurrently. The efﬁcient
delivery of all the messages depends on the routing algorithms as well as the underlying intercon-
nection network topology. The grid is a planar network topology that lends itself for efﬁcient VLSI
implementation and therefore is of interest for theoretical analysis. Frequently, networks and switches
achieve high performance by delivering the messages through shortest paths. In addition, network
fault tolerance improves through insuring that the traversed paths are both edge and/or node disjoint.
The edge disjoint criterion is useful when network links are the predominant constraint, and the node
disjoint criterion becomes important when switches are the fault tolerant bottleneck. Because the latter
necessarily implies the former, it is apparent that node disjointness contributes to fault tolerance and
enhanced performance. In this paper, we examine the k-pairwise node and edge disjoint shortest paths
problem in the undirected graph topology of the grid. Herein it is shown that the k-pairwise node as
well as the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest paths decision problems are NP-hard, and remainNP-hard
even for many different restrictions on the problem. We also discuss polynomial time algorithms for
restricted versions of our problems.
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1. Introduction
We establish NP-completeness or NP-hardness for routing problems deﬁned over the
mesh or grid topology, which are common to many applications. Speciﬁcally, we show that
the k-pairwise node and edge disjoint shortest path problems in grid graphs are NP-hard.
Before we present our results, we formally deﬁne our problems and discuss previous related
work. The k-pairwise node disjoint shortest paths problem for the grid is given p pairs of
nodes and q blocking nodes (k = p + q) denoted by
X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xp,Xp+1, Xp+2, . . . , Xp+q}
where Xi = (si, ti), for 1 ip, and Xi = (ai) for p + 1 ip + q, ﬁnd node disjoint
shortest paths in the grid for all the pairsXi , i.e. the paths do not include blocking nodes and
no two such paths have a node in common. Each pairXi = (si, ti) consists of two endpoints
which are called the source and target, respectively. The nodes ai are called blocking nodes
or faulty processors. Every node in the grid is represented by an ordered pair of integers
(j, k) and there is an edge from node (j, k) to nodes (j + 1, k) and (j, k+ 1). The distance
between the source and target nodes of pair Xi (or pair distance) in the grid is denoted
by d(Xi) = d(si, ti) and it is |j − | + |k − m| where si = (j, k) and ti = (,m). This
distance is usually called Manhattan distance. By a shortest path for the pair Xi we mean
any path from si to ti with length equal to d(Xi), i.e. the path is the shortest path in the
graph between the two nodes independent from any other blocking nodes or endpoints of
pairs Xi′ for i′ 	= i. The edge disjoint shortest paths problem is given X (without faulty
nodes or q = 0) in the grid, ﬁnd shortest paths connecting each si to ti such that no two
paths have an edge in common.
Note that in the context of undirected graphs the order of the source to target in the
routing request is not important. Therefore, in this context we consider the undirected pairs
Xi = {si, ti} instead of the directed pair (si, ti). The directed pair problems are studied
in [6]. Both the decision problem and the search problem (generate a solution for yes-
instances) are important for analysis. The problem instance {{(0, 0), (1, 1)}, {(0, 1)}} has
a solution, and search algorithms would generate the path (0, 0) ↔ (1, 0) ↔ (1, 1). The
problem instance {{(1, 1), (2, 2)}, {(1, 2)}, {(2, 1)}} in the 4×4 grid has no solution because
of the blocking nodes, but it has a routing with arbitrary length paths: (1, 1) ↔ (0, 1) ↔
(0, 2) ↔ (0, 3) ↔ (1, 3) ↔ (2, 3) ↔ (2, 2). For the edge disjoint shortest path problem
the instance {{(1, 1), (2, 2)}} has a solution; however, the problem instance {{(1, 1), (2, 2)},
{(2, 1), (1, 2)}} does not have edge disjoint shortest paths.
Many of the message routing problems mentioned above are known to be computation-
ally difﬁcult for general graphs when one allows arbitrary length paths, rather than just
shortest ones. Karp [10] analyzes the k-pairwise disjoint paths problem in general graphs
and established NP-completeness. Shiloach [20] presented a polynomial time algorithm to
construct node disjoint paths in a graph for two pairs of vertices, and Watkin [21] showed
that (2k− 1)-connectedness is a necessary condition for a graph to admit disjoint paths for
a set of k pairs of vertices.
The related problem where one seeks to ﬁnd k-pairwise node disjoint paths (arbitrary
distance pairs) from vertices in set {s1, s2, . . . , sk} to vertices in set {t1, t2, . . . , tk} is called
the set-to-set node disjoint paths problem. In this problem one needs to ﬁnd k node disjoint
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paths fromone set to the other such that the paths are from si to t(i)where : {1, 2, . . . k} →
{1, 2, . . . k} and  is any bijective function. Whereas in the k-pairwise problem  is the
identity function, namely (i) = i. The undirected vertex version of Menger’s theorem
is applicable to the former problem, but not to the latter [16]. It is not applicable to the
set-to-set node disjoint shortest paths problem as Menger’s Theorem may imply arbitrary
length paths.
The node disjoint paths problem for the n-cube has been studied even in the presence
of node faults [15,7,8]. Gonzalez and Serena [5,6] studied the node and the edge disjoint
shortest paths problem for the n-cube. Similarly, algorithms for the node-to-set node disjoint
shortest paths problem for the n-cube or hypercube have been developed [3,13,18].
Typically routing requests, like X above, are classiﬁed by the occupancy of source and
destination nodes at the vertices. An h-k routing request constrains each source node to
appear at most h times, and each target node to appear at most k times at a vertex in the
graph [9]. This routing request problem has also been called the multimessage unicasting
message routing problem [4]. If edge disjoint paths exist for allh-k routing requests in a graph
or digraph, the graph is said to be h-k-rearrangeable. A routing request is -rearrangeable if
any 1-1 routing request can be partitioned into  routing requests each of which has an edge
disjoint routing [9]. Concerning the concept of h-k-rearrangeability and -rearrangeability
the edge disjoint paths are not restricted to shortest paths. A permutation routing request is
a 1-1 routing request wherein all vertices are occupied by a source and a target. A partial
permutation routing request relaxes the constraint that all vertices be occupied.An example
of a partial permutation routing request is when vertex occupancy is constrained to a source
or target, but not both. We call this request the partial half permutation routing request.
Furthermore, the routing request for the problem deﬁned at the beginning of this section is
called the partial half permutation routing request with singletons.
The problem of ﬁnding disjoint paths in two dimensions has been extensively studied in
[1,11,14] because of its applications toVLSI routing. In [11] the classical grid routingmodel
is used and explores the grid routing problems. Formally, the n0 × n1 grid, G = (V ,E),
is a graph structure where vertices are labeled by pairs of integers (a0, a1) ∈ V such that
0 ai < ni for i ∈ {0, 1}. Furthermore, edge {(a0, a1), (a2, a3)} ∈ E, if both a0 +  = a2
and a1 + (1 − ) = a3 hold for  ∈ {0, 1}. The capacity, c, is the maximum number of
paths that may use any given edge. The number of pins p describes the occupancy of the
vertices in the grid. The case whenp = 1 corresponds to the partial half permutation routing
request without singleton nodes in the grid. Karp et al. [10] analyzes constant bend routing
methodologies for the k-pairwise edgedisjoint case and establishes provably goodheuristics.
Furthermore, they have shown that the optimal one turn routing problem is NP-complete
when c = 2. In other words, they allow two paths to travel along each edge, but every path
has at most one bend. In this paper, we show that when c = 1 (one path per edge) the one
turn routing problem is polynomially solvable, but the two turn problem is NP-complete.
All of our node and edge disjoint shortest paths problems are deﬁned only for c = 1. In the
literature this corresponds to c-realizability for edges. Edge (node) c-realizability allows at
most c paths to traverse any edge (node) [19].
We show in Sections 2.1 that the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest paths problem is NP-
hard in the grid (when c = 1). Bends in the grid path correspond directly to a change in
the path direction from vertical to horizontal, or from horizontal to vertical. In Section 2.2
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we show that the edge disjoint shortest path problem remains NP-complete even when we
restrict all the paths to have no more than some ﬁxed constant number of bends (greater
than or equal to two). However, when every path is restricted to have one bend we show
that the problem is solvable in polynomial time. In addition, we show that the k-pairwise
edge disjoint shortest paths problem remains NP-complete even when every pair distance
is bounded by some ﬁxed constant (Section 2.3).
Kramer and vanLeeuwen [12] established that the k-pairwise node disjoint (arbitrary
length) paths problem in the grid is NP-hard. This problem has also been studied for multi-
layer grids [1]. Agrawal et al. [1] also discuss the node disjoint arbitrary length path with
constant number of bends, and establish an upper bound for the trade off between the number
of layers and area in a general multilayer grid model. In this paper the number of layers is
one.
In Section 3.1, we discuss the node disjoint shortest paths problem and establish that for
a partial half permutation routing request the problem is NP-hard. In addition in Section 3.2
we show that for a sufﬁciently large constant bound on the pair distance the k-pairwise node
disjoint shortest paths problem remains NP-complete. The grid structure is generalizable
to higher dimensional topologies. Since the grid is embeddable in those topologies, NP-
completeness and NP-hardness results for those structures directly follow from our grid
results.
2. Complexity of grid edge disjoint shortest path problems
We show that the edge disjoint shortest path problem in the (undirected) grid
(Section 2.1) is NP-hard. Then we establish that the problem remains NP-hard even when
every path is limited to have at most a constant number of bends (Section 2.2), and when
every the pair distance is bounded by a constant (Section 2.3). When there is a sufﬁcient
constraint on the number of bends the problem is shown to be polynomial time solvable
(Section 2.2, Theorem 2). It is interesting to note that the result in Section 2.3 does in fact
imply a constant bound on the number of bends; however, it is a far larger constant than the
three bends required by the construction in Section 2.2.
2.1. Edge disjoint shortest paths
We establish that the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest path problem in the grid graph is
NP-hard by reducing the SATproblem to it. Our reduction has some architectural similarities
to the reductions for the corresponding problems deﬁned over the n-cube [5,6]. From an
instance I of the SAT problem, we construct an instance f (I) of the k-pairwise edge disjoint
shortest path problem. First we give a general overview of the reduction, specify the pairs
to be introduced for the variables and clauses as well as for additional pairs, called blocking
pairs, that force certain paths for all the variable and clause pairs. We give a couple of
examples to illustrate our informal reduction and then we formally deﬁne our reduction.
There are two types of components: setting and clause-checker. The setting component
assigns to each variable a value (true or false). For each variable ui there is a pair indicated
by the xi’s in Fig. 1. We will also introduce blocking pairs (which are represented by thick
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Fig. 1. Basic architecture of the construction: (a) Variable ui is (uncomplemented) in clause Cj . (b) Variable
(uncomplemented) ui′ or (complemented) variable u¯i′ are not in clause Cj . (c) Negation of variable ui′′ is in the
clause Cj . The thick lines represent the only possible shortest path for blocking pairs.
lines in Fig. 1 joining the pair by the only possible shortest path for the pair) that will
guarantee that all the xi pairs can only be connected by a path with one turn or bend in a
shortest path solution. The top–down vertical to horizontal path corresponds to the value
false assigned to xi and the top–down horizontal to vertical path corresponds to the value
true assigned to xi . There is a clause checker for each clause Cj . Each checker consists of
two pairs, cj and dj (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, shortest paths for pairs cj and dj have 2
bends or 4 bends. We will introduce blocking pairs (which are represented by thick lines
in Fig. 1 joining the pair by the only possible shortest path for the pair) in such a way that
shortest paths for pairs cj and dj exist if and only if the clause they represent is satisﬁed, i.e.
at least one of its literals has the value true. The pairs cj and dj must have paths that cross
in one position. This is due to the fact that in column 0, cj is above dj and in the rightmost
column n0 − 1, dj is above cj . In Fig. 1 we use vertical ellipses to indicate a continuation
of the ith variable and the location for other clauses. Horizontal ellipses in Fig. 1 indicate
the intersection regions of the clause with other variable pairs. Possible paths are indicated
by thin solid or dashed lines.
Let us now discuss in more detail the pairs for the variables and clauses. The pair xi is
located at (a, 0) and (a + 2, n1 − 1), for some positive integers a and n1 to be determined
later. Remember that in all of our ﬁgures the ﬁrst coordinate increases from left to right and
the second one increases from top to bottom.The pair cj is located at (0, c) and (n0−1, c+2)
and the ones for the dj pairs are located at (0, c+2) and (n0−1, c), for some positive integer
c which will be determined later on. For every pair of vertices we deﬁne their shortest path
region as the set of all the vertices which lie in any shortest path for the pair. We introduce
additional pairs, called blocking pairs, located at the intersection of the shortest path region
for the ith variable pair and the j th clause pair as well as between adjacent intersection
regions. As mentioned above, these pairs are represented by thick lines along the only
possible shortest path for the blocking pair. These pairs limit the possible paths for the
variable (xi) pairs and/or the clause (ci and di) pairs. The pairs added in the shortest path
region for the ith variable pair and the j th clause pair are different depending upon whether
or not the variable or its complement is present in the clause. In what follows we refer
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to this intersection as the intersection region for the variable and clause pair or simply
the intersection region if the variable and clause pairs are understood. The neighborhood
of an intersection region of a variable and a clause includes the intersection region plus
the previous and next columns inside the shortest paths region for the clause. As we shall
see later on, the neighborhood for a clause and two adjacent variables have a column in
common.
In what follows we specify the location of the blocking pairs for the intersection re-
gions. The blocking pairs introduced at the intersection regions for the three different cases
(variable is not in the clause, variable is in the clause and appears uncomplemented, or
complemented) are given in Fig. 1. We justify our constructions below.
The neighborhood of the intersection for the ith variable and the j th clause pair when
the variable is in the clause is shown in Fig. 1(a). The region allows a crossing of the
path for the pairs cj and dj when the variable has been assigned the value of true, i.e.,
it is connected by a path that uses the vertical right-hand side of the shortest path region
for the variable. If the path for the variable pair xi traverses the vertical left-hand side
of the shortest path region for the variable, i.e. the variable has the value of false, then
it is not possible for the paths for the pairs dj and cj to cross in this neighborhood. Fig.
2(a) depicts the crossing of the paths for cj and dj when the variable has the value of true.
Fig. 2(c) can be used to show that the crossing is not possible when the variable has the value
of false.
The neighborhood region when the negation of a variable is in a clause is given in
Fig. 1(c). The region allows a crossing of the path for the pairs cj and dj when the variable
has been assigned the value of false. Fig. 2(b) depicts the crossing of the paths for cj and
dj when the variable has the value of false. Fig. 2(d) can be used to show that the crossing
is not possible in the neighborhood when the variable has the value of true.
When a variable is not present in a clause the neighborhood region is such that the crossing
of the path for pairs cj and dj is not possible. (Fig. 1(b)). Fig. 2(e) and (f) can be used to
show that it is not possible for the paths for pairs cj and dj to cross in the neighborhood no
matter what value the variable is assigned.
The pairs cj and dj need only cross at one variable pair in the proper state. Note that two
or more possible crossings may be available for cj and dj (see c1 and d1 in Fig. 3). When
a crossing occurs we know the clause is logically satisﬁed. If the clause cannot be satisﬁed
then no crossings occur throughout the structure. There is no solution as the paths have not
crossed. In this case there are no edge disjoint paths for both the pairs cj and dj .
Before we formally deﬁne our reduction, we give a couple of examples to illustrate
our informal reduction. The instance of SAT, {{u1, u2}, {u¯2, u¯3}, {u3, u¯1}} is satisﬁable.
We illustrate our construction for this instance in Fig. 3 with a satisfying assignment
u2 = False and u1 = u3 = True.
The instance {{u¯1, u2}, {u1, u¯2}, {u1, u2}, {u¯1, u¯2}} is not satisﬁable and the problem
instance generated from it is depicted in Fig. 4 where we show all conﬁgurations of “true”
and “false” values for u1 and u2. As we traverse the ﬁgures from left to right, none have
edge disjoint shortest paths for clauses C4, C3, C2 and C1, respectively.
Formally, the construction places for each variable xi a pair at the vertices {(4i −
3, 0), (4i − 1, n1 − 1)}. For the j th clause there are two pairs {(0, 3j − 2), (n0 − 1, 3j)}
and {(0, 3j), (n0− 1, 3j − 2)} representing the “cj ”and “dj ” pairs, respectively. Of course
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Crossing of clause pairs are possible because the value assigned to the variable satisﬁes the
clause. (c) and (d) Crossing of clause pairs is impossible because the value assigned to the variable does not satisfy
the clause. (e) and (f) Crossing of clause pairs is impossible because the variable is not in the clause.
n1 is a function of w, the number of clauses, n1 = 3w + 1 and n0 is a function of v, the
number of variables v, n0 = 4v.
The additional blocking pairs are deﬁned as follows: The vertical pairs between the
variable pairs xi and xi+1 are located at {(4i, 3j + 2), (4i, 3j + 3)}, for 0 j < w.
The vertical pairs inside the shortest path region for each variable xi are located at
{(4i − 2, 3j), (4i − 2, 3j + 1)}, for 0 jw.
We assume without loss of generality that none of the clauses contain a variable and its
complement, as otherwise we could just delete the clause without changing the satisﬁability
of the clauses. Let h1 < h2 < · · · < hr be the variables that clause j contains. We deﬁne
d1, d2, . . . , dr ∈ {0, 1} as follows: If the variable uhk , appears negated in the clause then
dk = 0, otherwise dk = 1. Now we deﬁne the blocking pairs for clause j as follows:
{(4h1 + d1 − 3, 3j − 1), (4h1 + d1 − 2, 3j − 1)},
{(4h2 + d2 − 3, 3j − 1), (4h2 + d2 − 2, 3j − 1)}, . . . ,
{(4hr + dr − 3, 3j − 1), (4hr + dr − 2, 3j − 1)}.
All other variables, u, that are not contained in the clause Cj have a blocking pair of the
form {(4− 3, 3j − 1), (4− 1, 3j − 1)}.
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Fig. 3. Problem instance generated from {{u1, u2}, {u¯2, u¯3}, {u3, u¯1}}. The solution shown corresponds to the
truth assignment u2 = False, and u1 = u3 = True.
Fig. 4. Problem instance generated from {{u¯1, u2}, {u1, u¯2}, {u1, u2}, {u¯1, u¯2}} has no solution. A “×” symbol
indicates that the clause pairs do not have shortest paths. (a) u1 = True and u2 = True. (b) u1 = False and
u2 = False. (c) u1 = False and u2 = True. (d) u1 = True and u2 = False.
In Theorem 1 we show that the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest paths problem for the
grid (k-PAIRWISE-GRID-EDSP) is NP-hard. We cannot establish that the problem is NP-
complete because it is not clear whether the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest paths decision
problem is in NP. The difﬁculty in proving the problem is in NP is that it may be that for a
grid of size n0 by n1 the number of bends for a path may be as large as min(n0, n1). But
the input length is k log (n0+n1), where k is the number of pairs. Therefore, the amount of
information needed to represent the path might not be polynomial with respect to the input
length.
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Theorem 1. Given the partial half routing request, the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest
paths problem for the grid (k-PAIRWISE-GRID-EDSP) is NP-hard.
Proof. We use the reduction from SAT given above. We now show that the instance
constructed from SAT has edge disjoint shortest paths for all pairs if and only if the instance
of SAT is satisﬁable.
First we connect all blocking pairs by their only shortest path. Now, given any assignment
that satisﬁes all the clauses, we just connect each pair xi by the path that corresponds to
the truth assignment for the corresponding variable. Since the satisfying assignment is such
that every clause is satisﬁed, then we know that edge disjoint shortest paths exist for each
of the two pairs for each clause. The paths will cross as indicated in Fig. 2. Therefore, edge
disjoint shortest paths exist for all pairs.
On the other hand, if edge disjoint shortest paths exist for the instance of the k-pairwise
edge disjoint shortest paths problem that we deﬁned, we need to show that the instance of
SAT that we started from is satisﬁable. Consider ﬁrst the path for the ith variable xi . Since
the path is a shortest path it must be inside the shortest path region for the variable. If it
starts by moving to the right, then it cannot move down on the next column because there is
a blocking pair that uses that edge. So it must move to the right to the next column and then
down. This corresponds to assigning the value of true to the corresponding variable. If the
path starts by moving down ﬁrst, then it must continue moving down until row n1 − 1 and
then continues to the right. This corresponds to the variable having the value of false. The
reasonwhy the pathmust continuemoving down is that in the shortest path region for pair xi
between the intersection regions for adjacent clauses the path for xi must be on the left side
or the right side of the shortest path region for pair xi because of the vertical blocking pairs
inside the region. So if the path is not continually moving down, then inside an intersection
region with a clause it must move to the right side. This is not possible because two rows
must be used by the paths for the cj and dj pairs and one row for the path for the x pair.
There are three rows, but at least part of the middle row is blocked. Therefore, the path
for xi must continue moving down until row n1 − 1. Now lets consider the paths for any
pair ci and di . Since these are connected by edge disjoint paths then they must cross at the
neighborhood of the intersection of a variable and the ith clause. By construction, it is easy
to show that the crossing is not possible in regions that represent variables that are not in the
clause. In addition, by construction one can easily show that such crossing is only possible
at the neighborhood region where a variable that has the value true appears in the clause,
or the variable has the value of false and it appears complemented in the clause. Therefore,
the existence of edge disjoint shortest paths implies the satisﬁability of the instance of SAT
we started with.
Furthermore, the reduction is polynomial as the number of pairs introduced is O(vw).
The representation of pairs for the grid requires about vw log (v + w) bits, and thus the
reduction is polynomial. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
When d(Xi) 2 the algorithm by Gonzalez and Serena [5,6] for the corresponding prob-
lem in the n-cube works also for this problem simply because there are only two possible
paths for each pair. This problem is solved by reducing it to the 2SAT problem. It is well
known that 2SAT is polynomially solvable [2,17]. We have also developed a polynomial
time algorithm for the case when d(Xi) 3. This algorithm is tedious, so for brevity we do
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not include it. In the next section we discuss the k-pairwise edge disjoint problem when we
restrict paths to have a constant number of bends.
2.2. Restricting the number of path bends
The algorithm in the previous section can be easily adapted for arbitrary values of d(Xi)
as long as the only valid paths have just one bend, i.e., the path consists of a vertical
line followed by a horizontal one or vice versa. The reduction to 2SAT is quite simple.
A variable is used to indicate one of the possible two paths and two-literal clauses are added
to avoid possible pairs of paths that overlap. We state our result in Theorem 2 without
discussing further details.
Theorem 2. Given the partial half routing request, the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest
paths problem with at most one bend allowed per path is polynomially solvable for a partial
half permutation routing request in the grid.
Proof. The problem is reduced to 2SAT (see the comment just before this theorem) which
in turn can be solved in polynomial time with respect to the number of pairs. 
In the previous subsection we have established NP-hardness for the k pair edge disjoint
shortest paths problem in the grid without a restriction on the number of bends or turns. A
careful examination of the reduction for Theorem 1 reveals that when there is a solution
every pair is connected by a path with at most four bends. Given any set of paths, each with
at most four bends, once can easily verify in polynomial time whether or not the paths are
shortest, and are edge disjoint. Therefore, this restricted version of the problem is in NP.
The following corollary is a consequence of the previous theorem and the above comments.
Corollary 1. Given the partial half routing request, the k-pairwise edge disjoint short-
est paths problem for the grid (k-PAIRWISE-GRID-EDSP-3TURNS) when every path is
restricted to have at most four bends is an NP-complete problem.
None of the previous theorems cover the case when one limits each path to have at most
two turns. We now show that even this problem is an NP-complete problem. To prove this
result we polynomially reduce 3SAT to the edge disjoint shortest paths problem in the grid
when every path is allowed at most two bends. We start by discussing the transformation
detailswhich are similar in nature to the ones in the previous section.The setting components
are similar. Themain difference is that in the reductionwe use 3SAT rather than SAT, and the
clause checkers are different.We use 3SAT in order to simplify our clause checker structure.
The clause checker pairs need to be changed because half of the clause pairs in the previous
reduction required paths with four bends. From an instance I of the 3SAT problem, we
construct an instance f (I) of the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest path problem as follows.
First we give a general idea about our reduction and give an example. Then we formally
deﬁne the reduction and prove our result.
As in the construction given in the previous section, there are two types of components:
setting and clause-checker. The setting component assigns to each variable a boolean value.
For each variable ui there is a pair indicated by the xi’s in Fig. 5. We will also introduce
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Fig. 5. Placement of the leftmost point in the cj,3 pair. (a) When u¯i is the third variable in clause Cj . (b) When
ui is the third variable in clause Cj . The thick lines represent the only possible path for blocking pairs.
some blocking pairs (which are represented by thick lines in Fig. 5 joining the pair by the
only possible shortest path for the pair) that will guarantee that all the xi’s pairs can only
be connected by paths that move to the right, then down, and then again to the right. We
say that the path whose vertical segment is on the left side represents the value of false and
the other one represents the value of true (Fig. 5). For each clause we introduce three pairs,
one for each literal. The pairs for the j th clause are denoted by: cj,1, cj,2, and cj,3. Notice
the difference from the previous reduction. In the previous reduction we had two pairs per
clause, where as now we have one pair per literal in a clause. Each of these pairs will have
two different possible rows for the path. If a variable is the third literal of the j th clause,
then the pair originates as indicated in Fig. 5. This implies that if the value assigned to the
variable does not satisfy the clause, then the path for the corresponding clause pair must
be on the upper row for the pair, where as if the value assigned to the variable satisﬁes the
clause then the path may be on the upper or lower row for the pair. The idea is that if a
clause is satisﬁed by the values assigned to the variables, then at least one of the paths for
the clause pairs will be on its lower row and the remaining paths will use their upper rows.
On the other hand if the values do not satisfy the clauses, then the paths for the three pairs
for the clauses must be on their upper rows, but our construction will not allow one of these
paths to connect to its destination, as we shall see later on. Let us now discuss the other
endpoints for the clause pairs.
Consider the j th clause. Fig. 6 shows the rightmost endpoints for the three pairs. The
one unit thick black lines represent the only possible shortest paths for the blocking pairs
that are used to prevent a connection without a bend near the neighborhood of a clause
pair, or prevent connections from three pairs using the upper rows of the clause pairs. If
one allows the former case, then a clause that is not satisﬁed can have its three pairs con-
nected by shortest paths by just introducing a bend along one of the unused columns of
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Fig. 6. Size three clause: the three valid rightmost conﬁgurations in the grid of cj,1, cj,2, and cj,3.
other variable pairs. The latter case prevents connections when all the three paths use their
upper rows which occurs when a clause is not satisﬁed. The leftmost diagram in Fig. 6
shows the connections when the clause is satisﬁed by the ﬁrst variable, the middle diagram
is for the case when the second literal satisﬁes the clause, and the rightmost is when
the third literal satisﬁes the clause. Note that two or more literals may satisfy a clause.
However, it is sufﬁcient to show that connections are possible if only one pair uses its
lower row.
Before we formally deﬁne our reduction it is important that we apply the reduction to
the following instance of 3SAT: {{u1, u2, u3}, {u¯1, u¯2, u4}, {u¯2, u¯3, u¯4}, {u1, u2, u4}}. The
solution shown in Fig. 7 for the case when u1 and u4 have the value of true and the other
variables the value of false.
Let us now formally deﬁne our reduction. The pair introduced for the ith variable, for
0 < iw, has its end points located at {(4i − 4, 0), (4i − 1, n1 − 1)}. To insure variable
consistency introduce two vertical blocking pairs (thick black lines in Fig. 5) for the ith
variable {(4i − 4, 1), (4i − 4, 2)} and {(4i − 1, n1 − 2), (4i − 1, n1 − 3)}.
If variable uhk is the kth variable in clause Cj then let the variable k be 1; otherwise if
the negation of the variable uhk is in the clause let the variable k be 0. Each of the most
three variables in the clause Cj are represented by pairs.
cj,k pair is {(4hk − 3+ k, 9j − 6+ k), (n0 − 4+ k, 9j + 5− 2k)}
The additional blocking pairs are: {(n0−5, 9j −3), (n0−5, 9j −2)}, {(n0−4, 9j −3),
(n0−4, 9j −2)}, {(n0−1, 9j −3), (n0−1, 9j −2)}, {(n0−5, 9j −1), (n0−4, 9j −1)},
{(n0 − 5, 9j + 1), (n0 − 4, 9j + 1)}, and {(n0 − 5, 9j + 3), (n0 − 4, 9j + 3)}.
We now establish the main result for this subsection.
Theorem 3. The edge disjoint shortest paths problem for k pairs of vertices is NP-complete
when every path is restricted to have no more than two turns or bends.
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Fig. 7. Problem instance constructed from {{u1, u2, u3}, {u¯1, u¯2, u4}, {u¯2, u¯3, u¯4}, {u1, u2, u4}}. The solution
given is u1 and u4 with value of true and the remaining variables have the value of false.
Proof. Since there are at most three straight line segments per path, we can verify in
polynomial time that any set of paths, each with at most two turns, whether they are pairwise
disjoint shortest paths. Therefore, the problem is in NP.
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We reduce 3SAT to our problem as shown above. We now show that the instance con-
structed from 3SAT has edge disjoint shortest paths for all pairs if and only if the instance
of 3SAT that we started from is satisﬁable.
First we connect all blocking pairs since they have exactly one shortest path. Now, given
any assignment that satisﬁes all the clauses, we just connect each pair xi by the path that
corresponds to the truth assignment for the corresponding variable. Since the satisfying
assignment is such that every clause is satisﬁed, then at least one of the three pairs for each
clause can be connected through its lower row. Therefore, edge disjoint shortest paths exist
for the three pairs for each clause as shown in Fig. 6. Hence, edge disjoint paths exist for
all pairs.
On the other hand, if edge disjoint shortest paths exist for the instance of the k-pairwise
edge disjoint shortest paths problem that we deﬁned, we need to show that the instance
of 3SAT that we started from is satisﬁable. Consider ﬁrst the path for the ith variable xi .
Since the path is a shortest path with at most two turns, it must be of one of the two forms
shown in Fig. 7. Each of these two possible paths represents the value of true or false as
indicated in Fig. 5. Now, the three pairs for each clause must be such that at least one of
them is connected by a path on its lower track, as otherwise the pairs cannot be connected
by shortest paths with at most two bends, because if the three pairs are joined by paths using
their upper tracks then the component given in Fig. 6 will not allow for their connection
using shortest paths with at most two bends. This implies that at least one of the pairs for
each clause is connected by a path that starts moving down (when viewing the path from
left to right) which means that the corresponding variable satisﬁes the clause. Therefore, the
existence of edge disjoint shortest paths implies the satisﬁability of the instance of 3SAT
we started with.
The reduction can be carried out in polynomial time as the number of pairs introduced is
O(vw). The representation of pairs in the grid requires about vw log (v+w) bits. Therefore,
the reduction takes polynomial time and our problem is NP-complete. 
A slight modiﬁcation to the above reduction, namely the introduction of blocking edges
that force one additional turn on the left side of the path of each pair can be used to show
that the problem, when we limit the number of turns or bends to at most three, remains
NP-compete. A similar modiﬁcation, but forcing the introduction of t − 2 turns on the
leftmost side of every path shows that the problem remains NP-complete when one limits
the total turns allowed per path to any constant number t. This structure also shows that
the problem of ﬁnding arbitrary length paths with a (given) constant number of bends is
also an NP-complete problem.We should point out that Kramer and vanLeeuwen [12] have
already established this result, namely that the node disjoint paths for arbitrary length paths
in the grid is an NP-complete problem, they limit neither the number of bends nor the path
length to the shortest one.
2.3. Restricting the pair distance
In this subsection we consider the restricted version of the problem when the distance
between the endpoints of every pair is bounded by a constant, i.e., for all i, d(Xi) is less or
equal than some ﬁxed constant. We show that even under this condition the edge disjoint
shortest paths problem for k-pairs in the grid remains NP-complete. To establish this result
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we make non-trivial modiﬁcations to the reduction given in Section 2.1.A closer inspection
of that reduction reveals that the only pairs whose endpoints are not at a distance bounded
by some ﬁxed constant are the ones for the variables (xi in Fig. 1), and the clause checkers
(ci and di in Fig. 3). Our approach is to replace each of these pairs by a set of pairs whose
shortest paths have properties similar to the ones for the previous pairs, and the endpoints
of each of the new pairs are at a distance bounded by some ﬁxed constant.
Consider ﬁrst a replacement for each xi pair. As you recall from Section 2.1 (Fig. 1)
each variable in SAT is represented by a pair and the connecting path speciﬁes whether the
variable has the value of true or false. The distance between the two endpoints is proportional
to the number of clauses and therefore is not bounded by a constant. The idea is to introduce
a number of pairs equal to the number of clauses. The paths used to connect all of these
pairs need to be consistent and each pair will cover the area for one clause.
Figs. 8(a) and (b) give an example of our reduction for an instance of SAT with three
clauses. The interpretation of the paths for the odd numbered clause regions is exactly as in
Section 2.1. The interpretation for the even numbered clause regions is the opposite of the
one for the odd ones. I.e., from top to bottom, a connecting path consisting of a vertical line
segment and then a horizontal line segment represents the value of false, and a connecting
path consisting of a horizontal line segment followed by a vertical one represents the value
of true.
All the pairs introduced (Fig. 8) to replace one of the variable pairs in Fig. 1 have their
endpoints at a distance bounded by a constant and all of them have consistent values. For
example, if a variable pair is connected by a top to bottom path consisting of a vertical line
segment followed by a horizontal one, then the next pair below it is connected by a path
consisting of a vertical line segment followed by a horizontal line segment, and the same
pattern keeps on repeating periodically until we reach the bottom of the grid. In order to see
that this holds one must take into account the pairs which supplant the ci and di clause pairs
in the construction in Section 2.1. The pairs replacing the clause pairs in this construction
are such that the upper and lower row for the clause will be used by the clause pairs. The
middle line (row) for the clause will be used by some blocking pairs to be introduced
later on. As we shall see later on, the pairs replacing the clause pairs in this construction
enforce variable consistency by precluding paths other than the two conﬁgurations shown in
Figs. 8(a) and (b).
When one deﬁnes the neighborhood region for the intersection of a variable and a clause
one needs to introduce mirror images about a vertical axis for Figs. 1(a)–(c) for the even
numbered clauses. I.e., for even numbered clauses Figs. 1(a) and (c) are swapped. In
Fig. 9(a)wepresent the instance generated for the set of clauses {{u1, u2}, {u¯2, u¯3}, {u3, u¯1}}.
At this point ignore the clause pairs in the ﬁgure. We will discuss them later on. The in-
tersection regions have the same property for ﬂow in the grid as those in the Section 2.1.
With the exception that the crossing information is propagated with constant distance clause
pairs from left to right in the grid. The intersection given in Fig. 1(a) is used at the inter-
section region of clause 1 with the variable pairs associated with u1 and u2, and clause 3
with variable u3. Now the negations of u2 and u3 in clause 2 appear as the mirror image of
Fig. 1(c). In other words, while in Section 2.1 the segments appear as Fig. 1(c), here they
appear in clause 2 as Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(c) is used at the intersection region of clause 3 and
variable u3. Fig. 1(b) is used at the intersection region of clause 1 and variable u3, clause 2
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Fig. 8. Consistent variable state is communicated vertically throughout the grid with ﬁnite distance pairs. (a) True
state of variable i. (b) False state of variable .
and variable u1, and clause 3 and variable u2. In Fig. 9(b) we give actual paths that cor-
respond to the assignments u2 = False and u1 = u3 = True. The paths correspond to the
paths given in Fig. 2 for odd numbered clauses, and the mirror images of the same ﬁgure
for the even numbered ones.
As you recall from Section 2.1 (see Fig. 1) the j th clause in SAT is represented by the
pairs cj and dj . The distance between the endpoints in these two pairs is proportional to the
number of variables. As in the case for the variables, the idea is to introduce a number of
pairs equal to twice the number of variables. I.e., one cj and dj pair for each variable. The
paths used to connect all of these pairs need to be consistent. Furthermore, each pair will
cover the area for a variable. Figs. 10(a) and (b) give an example of how this works without
any pair for the variables shown. The idea is that if at some point the value of a variable
satisﬁes the clause then the crossing of the ci and di paths will be made at the intersection
region with the pairs for the variable. Fig. 11 shows the zoomed section for the clause 1,
{u1, u2}, for the the example given in Fig. 9. From left to right if the value of a variable
and all the previous variables do not satisfy a clause, then the crossing of the pair occurs
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Fig. 9. Problem instance generated from {{u1, u2}, {u¯2, u¯3}, {u3, u¯1}}. (a) Solid lines indicate the shortest path
for pairs with a unique path (vertical or horizontal line), and the other symbols are the endpoints of clause and
variable pairs. (b) Shows the solution for u2 = False and u1 = u3 = True.
Fig. 10. (a) Shows clause pairs independent from (b) and (c). (b) Illustrates post-crossing region. (c) Illustrates
pre-crossing region.
just after the intersection region, and the next two pairs start precisely as the ﬁrst one did.
Eventually, if none of the values of the variables satisﬁes a clause then there is no possible
path for the last pair.
The instance {{u¯1, u2}, {u1, u¯2}, {u1, u2}, {u¯1, u¯2}} is not satisﬁable and the problem
instance generated from it is depicted in Fig. 12 where we show all conﬁgurations of “true”
and “false” values for u1 and u2. As we traverse the ﬁgures from left to right, none have
edge disjoint shortest paths for clauses C4, C3, C2 and C1, respectively.
For brevity we will not formally specify the location of all the pairs. Interested
readers may ﬁnd the details in [6]. The pairs for the variables are denoted by x(k)i and the
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Fig. 11. Constant constraint on pair distance. Shows only clause {u1, u2}when u2 = False and u1 = True. Shows
labeling of the constant distance pairs below the grid.
Fig. 12. Problem instance generated from {{u¯1, u2}, {u1, u¯2}, {u1, u2}, {u¯1, u¯2}} has no solution. A “ ×” symbol
indicates that the clause pairs cannot be connected via shortest paths. (a) u1 = True and u2 = True. (b) u1 =
False and u2 = False. (c) u1 = False and u2 = True. (d) u1 = True and u2 = False.
ones for the clause pairs by c(k)j and d
(k)
j . Let us now state the main result in this
subsection.
Theorem 4. Given a partial half routing request on the grid, when pair distances are con-
strained by a constant, the k-pairwise edge disjoint shortest paths problem (k-PAIRWISE-
GRID-CEDSP) is NP-complete.
Proof. As before v andw are the number of variables and clauses, respectively. Given a set
of paths for all the pairs, one can easily check to see if each path is shortest path (number
of edges must be equal to the pair distance) and check that all of the edges in the paths
are different. Since all pairs have at most of distance c, then each path has no more than
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c edges and all the above checks can be performed in polynomial time with respect to the
input length (O(vw log2(vw))). Therefore, the problem is in NP.
Now to show NP-completeness we use the reduction from SAT given above. We now
show that the instance constructed from SAT has edge disjoint shortest paths for all pairs if
and only if the instance of SAT is satisﬁable.
Given any assignment that satisﬁes all the clauses, we just construct the corresponding
paths for pairs x(k)i and the paths for all the c
(k)
j and d
(k)
j paths exist because each clause is
satisﬁed. If a variable in a clause is in the proper state a crossing of the cj and dj occurs at
an intersection region, then that is propagated by pairs c()j and d
()
j ,  > k to the rightmost
extent of the grid (Fig. 10). As in the previous proof, if the instance we constructed from
an instance of SAT has a solution, then the instance of SAT we started from is satisﬁable.
The proof for this is based on the result in the previous section and the properties of the
construction given above.
Furthermore, the reduction is polynomial as the number of pairs introduced is O(vw).
The representation of pairs in the grid requires about vw log (v+w) bits. Thus the reduction
takes polynomial time, and the problem is NP-complete. 
3. Complexity of grid node disjoint shortest path problems
We show that the k-pairwise node disjoint shortest paths problem in the grid is anNP-hard
problem by reducing SAT to this problem. Our reduction is similar in nature to the one in
Section 2.1, but it is slightly more complex. The main difference is that the crossing of the
shortest paths is not allowed because they must be node disjoint. Edge disjoint paths may
cross through a given node; however, node disjoint paths may not. One might conjecture
that this topological constraint implies that paths for pairs should be decided solely on local
information. However, this is not the case because there are problem instances in which
the direction of a path in one part of the grid forces changes in certain types of path in
another remote part of the grid. This communication of routing decisions throughout the
graphmany times is qualitatively indicative of NP-hardness. In Section 3.2 we show that the
problem remains computationally intractable (NP-complete) even when every pair distance
is bounded by a (small) constant.
3.1. Node disjoint shortest paths
Instead of representing a variable by a pair and the value of the variable by the direction
of the path connecting the pair, we use a sequence of pairs. These pairs are designed in such
a way that all of them are connected by paths that follow a certain pattern (like the ones in
Section 2.3, see Fig. 8). In Fig. 13 we depict the general architecture of our construction.
The chains x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . are used to represent the value of the variables. The paths for
x1, x2 and x4 indicate the value of true for the variable, and the one for x3 indicates the value
of false. As we show later on, these values are propagated consistently across the grid. On
the top portion we introduce one pair for the ﬁrst clause such that it has a shortest path if
and only if the ﬁrst clause is satisﬁed. This is called a clause-checker pair. Then in the next
region below we introduce another pair for the second clause which has similar properties
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Fig. 13. Overall architecture: diagonal pairs are variable states. Dashed lines show possible paths. The upper path
cannot connect (a “×” indicates no connection is possible). The lower path can connect.
(second clause checker), and so on. These pairs are spaced sufﬁciently apart so that clause
checking pairs do not overlap with each other. This guarantees that the clause checking
pairs interact only with the horizontal and vertical blocking pairs that we introduce later on
and with the variable state information (i.e. the chains for x1, x2, x3 and x4).
Once that the direction of the paths for the variables has been decided (which means
that the variables have been assigned boolean values), shortest paths for the clause-checker
pairs may or may not exist. if they exist then they will be of the form given in Fig. 13 for
the clause checker pair c1. The form of the path is such that if the variables do not satisfy a
clause, every possible path for c1 will advance to the other side of the chains representing
the variables, but its vertical distance will only drop by a value equal to 12 times the number
of variables. On the other hand, when at least one variable has a value that satisﬁes the
clause, then the path will escape vertically to the other side of the chains for a distance
equal to 12 times the number of variables plus a small constant, and then it will be able to
connect to the other c1 point. The scenario when there is a path for the clause pair is shown
with the dashed and dotted line in Fig. 13. If none of the values for the variables satisfy
the clause, then every path for pair c1 ends up at a region where it is impossible to reach
the other endpoint of c1, because there is a blocking pair whose only path will not allow it
to move lower. This clause path which cannot connect to the other endpoint is marked by
“×” and is represented by dashed lines in Fig. 13. For brevity we will not specify the actual
positions of all the pairs in the reduction. Interested readers are referred to [6] for additional
details. However, we will discuss additional details of the reduction in what follows.
From left to right in the grid, as the clause path crosses a chain for a variable that is not
in the clause, the path will move downward in the vertical direction by at most 12 units
per each variable. The same holds when a variable or its complement does not satisfy the
clause. However, if the value of the variable or its negation satisﬁes the clause, then either
the vertical movement may be more than 12 units or the path may only drop the usual
twelve vertical units. Let us now explain the general implementation framework and then
give additional details.
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Fig. 14. Variable ui or its complement is not in clause Cj . (a) Variable ui has the value of false. (b) Variable ui
has the value true.
Fig. 14 shows the case when a variable or its complement is not in the clause. The
only possible path for the additional blocking pairs is indicated with thick black lines.
The dashed lines indicate one or more of the possible clause paths. Fig. 16 depicts the
case when the variable’s negation is in the clause. Notice that this ﬁgure is different from
Fig. 14. Fig. 16 has ﬁve columns between the two endpoints of the horizontal blocking pairs,
but Fig. 16 has six. The only possible path for the additional blocking pairs are indicated
with solid bold lines. The dashed lines indicate one or more of the possible paths. The case
when the uncomplemented variable is in the clause is given in Figs. 17 and 18. Figs. 14,
16–18 actually admit more paths than those that are shown with the dashed lines; however
the exit location is invariant. To facilitate the exposition both the “true” and “false” variable
states for variable xi are shown by curved lines. These also are indicative of a collection of
possible paths.
In Figs. 14, 16–18 the region between the two horizontal thick lines (the only paths for
the blocking pairs) is called the passage to the lower region. If a path begins on the left
side of the region above the left horizontal thick line and ends below the right horizontal
line on the right side of the region it will exceed the 12 vertical unit step for this variable.
This is only allowed if the variable pairs are in the appropriate state. In Figs. 14(a) and (b)
the clause path cannot go through the passage to the lower region. The main reason for
this is that the paths, for the four pairs with endpoints on opposite sides of the passage to
the lower region, do not leave enough space for a clause pair to move to the lower region.
This is illustrated in more detail in Figs. 15(a) and (b). In Figs. 14, 16–18 a clause path
will enter ﬁve units below the top-left corner or below the left horizontal thick line. The
path will leave on the right side one unit above the right horizontal thick line or below it.
When either the current variable value or one of the previous ones satisﬁes the clause, then
the path may leave above or below the right horizontal thick line. On the other hand if the
values assigned to these variables do not satisfy the clause, then path can only leave above
the right horizontal thick line.
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Fig. 15. Speciﬁc paths when variable or its complement ui is not in clause Cj . (a) Variable ui has the value false.
(b) Variable ui has the value true.
Fig. 16. Negation of variable ui is in clause Cj . (a) Variable ui has the value false. (b) Variable ui has the value
true.
Fig. 16 shows our construction when the negation of a variable is in clause Cj (notice
that the number of columns in the passage to the lower region is more than the ones in
Fig. 14). In Fig. 16(a) shows two possible conﬁgurations for the clause path. One of these
paths goes through the passage to the lower region. This is possible because the value of the
variable satisﬁes the clause. The passage region is shown in more detail in Fig. 19(a). The
conﬁguration in Fig. 16(b) does not allow the clause path to go through the passage to the
lower region because the value of the variable does not satisfy the clause. This blockage is
illustrated in Fig. 20(a).
The reason for this blockage is simple (Fig. 16(b)). In the “true” state for the variable the
paths associated with the pairs labeled with a square must go below paths for pairs labeled
with “◦.” It is simple to see that every path that goes through the passage to the lower region
must use one of the four solid “•” in Fig. 16(b). Since the paths for the two pairs labeled with
“◦.” and the two paths labeled with a square must go through the passage, it then follows
that no other path may use the passage.
Fig. 17 gives the construction when the variable ui is in the clause and it has the value
false. In this case the clause path must exit to the right at the level indicated in the ﬁgure.
The passage to the lower region is depicted in more detail in Fig. 20(b) where one can see
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Fig. 17. Variable ui has the value false and it is in the clause Cj .
Fig. 18. Variable ui is in a clause Cj . Variable ui has the value true and the path for clause Cj exits through the
(a) upper portion or (b) lower portion.
that the passage to the lower region is blocked by the paths for the variable pairs. In this
case one can prove that clause path must exit in the upper region.
Fig. 18 shows two possible paths when the variable ui is in clause Cj and has the value
true. In Fig. 18(a) the path exists through the upper region and in Fig. 18(b) it exits through
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Fig. 19. Clause path (dashed line) passage to the lower region. (a) Variable u¯i is in clause Cj and has the value
false. (b) Variable ui is in clause Cj and has the value true.
Fig. 20. (a) Speciﬁc path when negation of variable ui is in Cj and variable has the value true. (b) Speciﬁc path
when variable ui is in Cj and the variable has the value false.
the bottom region. Fig. 19(b) shows the passage to the lower region in more detail. As in
the previous cases one can prove that the clause path may advance to the lower region via
the passage only if a variable has the value that satisﬁes the clause. For brevity we will not
prove our result. However, in the following two examples we give additional details needed
to assemble all the components in our reduction.
Fig. 21 shows the segment of clauseC1 = {u¯1, u2}. The solution is shown for u1 = u3 =
False and u2 = True. The three larger squares, which we now call l-squares, correspond to
the intersection of a variable with the clause. The top-left corner of the ith l-square is 16
units to the right and 12 units below the top-right corner of the i − 1st l-square. Notice the
dashed–dotted line joining the horizontal blocking pairs of adjacent l-squares. These paths
are introduced to guarantee that if a path leaves the ith l-square above the right horizontal
blocking pair, then it will enter the i − 1st l-square above its left horizontal blocking pair.
This also guarantees that if a path leaves below the right horizontal blocking pair, then it
will enter below the left horizontal blocking pair of the next l-square. These paths can be
realized by either introducing a new pair or by combining the blocking pairs of adjacent
l-squares into one pair. Now, the ﬁrst l-square corresponds to variable u¯1 belonging to the
clause. The blocking pairs are the ones given in Figs. 16(a) and (b), the clause path is given
by Fig. 16(a), and the actual passage to the lower region is given by Fig. 19(a). The second
l-square corresponds to the variable u2 being a literal of the clause. Figs. 17 and 18(a) and
(b) show the blocking pairs for this l-square, the clause path is given by Figs. 18(a) and (b),
and the actual passage to the lower region is given by Fig. 19(b), except if the path entered
from below the left blocking pair for the l-square. The third l-square corresponds to the third
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Fig. 21. Segment of clause C1 = {u¯1, u2}. The solution is shown for u1 = u3 = False and u2 = True.
variable not being part of the clause. The blocking pairs are the ones given in Figs. 14(a)
and (b), the clause path is given by Fig. 14(a), and the actual passage to the lower region is
given by Fig. 15(a).
Fig. 22 shows the same clause C1 when the values of the variables are not set correctly
(u2 = u3 = False and u1 = True). Note there is no way for the clause path to pass to
the lower region and thus there is no solution for this variable state conﬁguration. The ﬁrst
l-square corresponds to variable u¯1 belonging to the clause. The blocking pairs are the ones
given in Figs. 16(a) and (b), the clause path is given by Fig. 16(b), and the actual passage
to the lower region is given by Fig. 20(a). The second l-square corresponds to the variable
u2 being a literal of the clause. Figs. 17 and 18(a) and (b) show the blocking pairs for this
l-square, the clause path is given by Fig. 17, and the actual passage to the lower region is
given by Fig. 20(b). The third l-square corresponds to the third variable not being part of
the clause. The blocking pairs are the ones given in Figs. 14(a) and (b), the clause path is
given by Fig. 14(a), and the actual passage to the lower region is given by Fig. 15(a).
The main reason why we have not been able to show that this problem is in NP is that
the input size is k log(v + w), but there may be a pair with distance v + w that has v + w
bends. The amount of space needed to represent the occupied vertices may be exponential
with respect to the input length. So it seems that polynomial time veriﬁcation may not be
possible.
Theorem 5. The partial half permutation routing request for the k-pairwise node disjoint
shortest paths problem for the grid (k-PAIRWISE-GRID-NDSP) is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we use the above reduction from SAT, where v is the number
of variables and w is the number of clauses. The only way that a path may escape from the
12 vertical unit step function is if the variable or its negation is in the clause and the variable
is in the proper state. The previous discussion demonstrates that the path for a given clause
exists only if one of the paths for its variables allows it to do so. If a variable in the SAT
clause has the appropriate value, then Figs. 18(b) and 16(a) and their attendant discussions
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Fig. 22. Segment of clause C1 = {u¯1, u2}. There is no solution for u2 = u3 = False and u1True. “×” indicates
that no path exists below this point.
demonstrate that a clause path may pass to the lower region. However if no variable in the
clause is the appropriate value then the clause path may not move below the level 12v below
its starting point. This is observed merely because the path for traversal is blocked by the
individual variable states and constructions described above.
Once the clause path has moved to the lower region, it still must move downward 12
vertical units for each variable state construction crossed horizontally. The path for the
clause shown in Fig. 14 indicates that no more than 12 units are required for each individual
variable crossed. Therefore, if any one construction allows the clause path to move into the
lower region it may connect to the terminal point of the clause path at the far right of the
grid.
Furthermore, the transformation is of polynomial time complexity as the number of
pairs generated from an instance of SAT is O(vw). Each pair is labeled by a node label of
maximum length O(vw). The length of the input to the k-pairwise shortest path problem in
the grid is therefore polynomial in the input length. So the problem is NP-hard. 
3.2. Constant constraint on the pair distance
We show that when the problem outlined in Section 3.1 is such that pair distances are
constrained by a sufﬁciently large constant the problem remains NP-hard. Since the pair
distance is constrained we can easily prove that the problem is in NP. Hence the prob-
lem is NP-complete. Our result (Theorem 6) implies that the constant number of bends
problem is also NP-complete. The reduction we use in this section is similar to the one in
Section 3.1. The only parts we need to change are the clause checker pairs since they have
a pair distance that is not bounded by a constant.
The clause checker in the previous Section 3.1 consists of a pair whose vertices are at a
distance that is linearly dependent on the number of variables. We need to modify this so
that the clause checker pair distance is bounded above by a small constant. Our modiﬁed
architecture involves multiple pairs for each pair Ci . Note that C1 and C2 shown in Fig. 23
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Fig. 23. Overall architecture: diagonal pairs are variable states. Dashed lines show possible paths. The upper path
for c1 pairs cannot connect (“×” indicates no connection is possible). The lower path composed of the c2 pairs
which can connect.
Fig. 24. Overall architecture: adjacent connecting cells for the multiple clause pairs.
are now multiple pairs whereas in Section 3.1 only one pair crossed the entire horizontal
expanse of the grid. Fig. 24 shows an example of the placement of multiple pairs instead of
just c1 as in Section 3.1.
Theway the pair (si, ti) is routed affects theway pair (si+1, ti+1) is routed.The areawhere
each pair is routed is like the ones in the previous section in the sense that if the corresponding
variable satisﬁes the given clause, then the pair is routed through a path that ends below the
“passage to the lower region” as in the left-hand side of Fig. 25(a). On the other hand, if the
corresponding variable does not satisfy the clause then the pair can only be routed through
a path that ends above the passage to the lower region and it needs to use the gap to the right
side in order to connect to its destination (see left-hand side of Fig. 25(b)). Henceforth we
will call the gap on the right side of each component the “gap to the right”. In the former
case the next pair may use the gap to the right as passage to the lower region and start in
the bottom of the component and then connect to its destination (see right-hand side of the
Fig. 25(a)). In the latter case the next pair must be routed by a path going through the upper
portion of the area. The gap to the right is occupied in this case. However, it may use the
passage to the lower region in the next area (see right-hand side of Fig. 25(b)). The lower
path shown here represents a variable or its negation in the proper state. The upper path
represents a variable not in its proper state or a variable not in the clause. The upper path uses
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Fig. 25. (a) Clause pair (s1, t1) is routed by a path through the lower region and thus the clause path for (s2, t2)
may move downward ﬁrst. (b) No clause pair to the left has been routed to the lower region therefore the next
clause path for (s2, t2) moves to the right ﬁrst.
the gap to the right. The idea is that if a variable satisﬁes the clause, then the corresponding
pair will be routed as in the left part of Fig. 25(a) and the same routing that appears on the
right side of Fig. 25(a) will be possible for the path for the remaining pairs. When none
of the variables satisﬁes the clause then the rightmost pair will not have a connecting path
because there is no gap to the right in the rightmost pair ((s5, t5) in Fig. 24).
Fig. 26(a) illustrates the case where a variable ui is not in the clause j and the variable
ui is in the “true” state. Similarly Fig. 26(b) indicates the case when a variable ui is not
in the clause and the variable is in the “false” state. In both cases if the gap is not used at
the starting point of the path for the pair there will be no passage to the lower region as in
the proof in Section 3.1 in particular Figs. 14, 18 and 16(b). Figs. 27(a) and (b) show the
variable paths in the “false” and “true” states, respectively. The negation of the variable ui
is in the clause and if the variable is in the “false” state there will be a passage to the lower
region (as indicated in Fig. 27(a)). However, as Fig. 27(b) indicates there will not be such a
passage for the clause path when the variable paths are in the “true” state. Figs. 28(a) and
(b) show the variable paths in the “false” and “true” states, respectively. The variable ui is
in the clause and if the variable is in the “true” state there will be a passage to the lower
region (as indicated in Fig. 28(b)). However, as Fig. 28(a) indicates there will not be such
a passage for the clause pair when the variable paths are in the “false” state.
Theorem 6. The partial half permutation routing request with a constant constraint on pair
distance for the k-pairwise node disjoint shortest paths problem for the grid (k-PAIRWISE-
GRID-CNDSP) is NP-complete.
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Fig. 26. (a) Variable ui or its complement is not in clause Cj . Variable ui has the value true. (b) Variable ui or its
complement is not in clause Cj . Variable ui has the value false.
Fig. 27. Negation of variable ui is in clause Cj . (a) Variable ui has the value false. (b) Variable ui has the value
true.
Proof. As the pair distance is constrained by a constant, each path can be characterized by
constant amount of information. So the given a set of paths checking pairwise disjointness
can be performed in polynomial time. Therefore, the problem is in NP. The remaining part
of the proof follows from the one in Theorem 5 after taking care of the modiﬁcation dis-
cussed above. 
The constant constraint on the pair distance result (Theorem 6) also implies the following
result.
Corollary 2. The partial half permutation routing request with a constant on the number
of bends for the k-pairwise node disjoint shortest paths problem for the grid (k-PAIRWISE-
GRID-CBENDS-NDSP) is NP-complete.
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Fig. 28. Variable ui is in a clause Cj . (a) Variable ui has the value false. (b) ui has the value true and the path for
clause Cj and exists through the lower region.
4. Discussion
While not employed in as many high performance systems as the n-cube, the network
architecture of the grid, and its higher dimensional generalizations, are important network
topologies. The results stated in this paper for the grid are applicable to the higher dimen-
sional generalizations of the grid, because we are considering shortest paths and the grid is
embeddable in its higher dimensional generalizations. In Section 2.1 we show that the edge
disjoint shortest paths in the grid is an intractable problem. Even with a constant constraint
on the number of bends the problem remains NP-hard (Section 2.2).When there is a limit of
one on the number of bends for each route the problem can be solved efﬁciently (Section 2.2,
Theorem 2). When a constant constraint on pair distance is applied, the problem remains
intractable (Section 2.3). While counter-intuitive, when doubling the grid topology and
maintaining the partial half permutation routing request we ﬁnd that the problem remains
intractable [6]. When node disjoint shortest paths are considered, the basic topology of
the grid continues to imply intractability for the partial half permutation routing request
(Section 3.1) and further constant constraints or constraints on number of bends do little
to eliminate the characteristics of intractability (Section 3.2). Similar results apply for the
doubled grid; however, for brevity we do not include all of this work in this paper.
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